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ROSS CHAPTER 49:  Genesis 2:15-24 

15.  ADONAI Elohim took the man and He placed him in the Garden of Eden [or pleasure, delight] in 

order to work it and (in order to) maintain [lit. keep] it.1 

a. xqa@y@IwA:  QAL WCI 3ms  xql 

b. w@hx'n@Iy@AwA:  HIPH WCI 3ms xwn + 3ms obj. suff. 

c. h@dfb;(fl;:  QAL INF CONS db( + 3fs obj. suff. + l; prefix  

d. h@r\fm;#$fl;w@:  QAL INF CONS rm#$ + 3fs obj. suff. + l; prefix and waw conj. 

16. ADONAI Elohim commanded2 the man saying, “From every tree of the garden, you may surely 

[or freely] eat.” 

a. wcay;wA:  PIEL WCI 3ms hwc 

b. r$m)l':  QAL INF CONS  rm) + l; prefix 

c. l$k)f:  QAL INF ABS lk) 

d. lk\')$t@:  QAL IMPF 2ms db( 

17. But, from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, you must not eat (from it)3; for once [lit. in 

a day]4 you have eaten from it, you will surely die [lit. dying, you will die].5 

a. lka)$t:  QAL JUSS 2ms (negated) lk)6 

b. K1l;kf)j:  QAL INF CONS lk) + 2ms pron. suff. 

c. twOm:  QAL INF ABS twm 

d. tw@m\t@f:  QAL IMPF 2ms twm 

18. ADONAI Elohim said, “The being of the man by himself [is] not good; I will make for him a 

companion7 corresponding to him [lit. according to the opposite of him]. 

a. rme)$y@wA:  QAL WCI 3ms rm) 

b. tw]yhv:  QAL INF CONS hyh 

c. h@$#e(v)e\:  QAL IMPF 1cs h$#( 

19. ADONAI Elohim had formed8 from the ground each living [thing] of the field and each bird of the 

sky and He went unto the man to see what he would name [lit. call] it; and whatever the man 

named each living being [#$penE], that [was] its name. 

                                                             
1 The lameds on these two verbs function as indicators of purpose, so “in order to” or “for the purpose of” (+ gerund) are 
translations which convey that. 
2 This is the first occurrence of hwc in the Bible. 
3 w@n@m@emi is pleonastic here.  Since “from the tree” has already stated, “from it” does not need to be rendered. 
4
 MwOyb;@ is translated “once” here due to the absence of the definite article.  Note that the indefinite MwOyb;@  can indicate periods 

of time greater than 24 hours, as it does in Genesis 2:4 (where is connotes all 6 days of creation) and Numbers 7:10, 84 (where 
it connotes 12 days of sacrifices).  Here, it likely means “day” as generation, i.e. “back in my day….” 
5
 Some have claimed that each instance of twm operates independently, thus “dying *spirtitually], you will then die [physically],” 

but this is not how the infinitive absolute + identical verb construction functions in Hebrew.  The two operate in tandem.  Cf. 
Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Conner, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 584–588. 
6 There is no difference in form between the QAL IMPF 2ms and the QAL JUSSIVE 2ms, but the negation of the QAL IMPF 2ms 
makes it a prohibitive command (jussive in function). 
7 The meaning of the Hebrew rzE(' (occurring 28x in OT) does not convey a sense of subordination, as the English word “helper” 

can, so companion comes closer to the Hebrew concept. 
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a. rcey@IwA:  QAL WCI 3ms rcy 

b. )b'y@FwA:  HIPH WCI 3ms )wb@ 
c. tw])r:li:  QAL INF CONS h)r + l; prefix 

d. )rfq;yI:  QAL IMPF 3ms )rq 

e. )rfq;yI:  QAL IMPF 3ms )rq 

20. The man called out names for each of the beasts and for [the] birds of the sky and for every 

living [thing] of the field; but9 for man,10 no companion corresponding to him was found.  

a. )rfq;;y@IwA:  QAL WCI 3ms )rq 

b. )cfmf:  QAL PF 3ms hcm 

21. So ADONAI Elohim caused a heavy sleep to fall upon the man and [while] he slept,11 He took one 

[part] from his side(s) and closed up [the] flesh under it. 

a. lp,'yA@wAI:  HIPH WCI 3ms lpn 

b. N#$fyy@IwA:  QAL WCI 3ms N#$y 

c. xq@ay@IwA:  QAL WCI 3ms xql 

d. r$g,s;y@IwA:  QAL WCI 3ms rgs  
22.  The ADONAI Elohim built the side which he had taken out of the man into a woman, and He 

brought [or sent] her unto the man. 

a. Nbey@IwA:  QAL WCI 3ms hnb@ 
b. xqalf:  QAL PF 3ms xql 

c. hf)ebiy@;wA:  HIPH WCI 3ms )wb@ + 3fs obj. suff. 

23. The man said, “This *female+, at last, [is] bone from my bones and flesh from my flesh;” *12 this 

[female] will be called ‘woman’ for from *a+ man13 she was taken. 

a. rme)$y@wA:  QAL WCI 3ms rm) 

b. )r'q@fyI:  NIPH IMPF 3ms )rq 

c. hxfq?lu\:  QAL-PASSIVE PF 3fs xql 

24. That is why [lit. upon such] a man will leave behind [lit. abandon, forsake] his father and his 

mother and joins with his wife, and they will become for one flesh. 

a. bzf(jyA:  QAL IMPF 3ms bz( 

b. qbadfw::  QAL WCP 3ms qbd@ 
c. w,yhfw::  QAL WCP 3cp hyh 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
8 C. J. Collins, “The Wayyiqtol as ‘Pluperfect’: When and Why,” Tyndale Bulletin 46 (1995): 117-40 argues for a pluperfect 
rendering here – “had formed” – in order to harmonize this text with Genesis 1.  However, S. R. Driver, A Treatise on the Use of 
the Tenses in Hebrew, 84-88; and especially R. Buth, “Methodological Collision between Source Criticism and Discourse 
Analysis,” Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics, 138-54 do not support this rendering. 
9 Abnormal word order suggests that the waw here is to be understood as disjunctive. 
10 Note that this instance of Mdf)f lacks the definite article.  The context seems to dictate that it should be rendered here as an 

indefinite “man” rather than as a proper name, in order for the Qal perfect (active) verb to be able to take on a passive sense. 
11 The context seems to dictate that this verb be subordinated temporally to the following verb. 
12

 The l is untranslated as it merely indicated the target of the naming ()rq). 
13 A different word for man is used here in order to create a paronomasia between the unrelated (in terms of root) near 

homonyms #$y)i and h#$,f)i. 


